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Welcome

2010 is going to be a big year for Britain’s tramways - 150 years
of the tram, 125 years of Blackpool’s tramway and various other
anniversaries of specific tramways, including Seaton and Beamish’s 40th Anniversary.
This significant year got off to a flying start over the Easter period. Trams returned to Blackpool (albeit only between Pleasure
Beach and Cleveleys), Heaton Park received the first of three visiting trams this year and Crich kicked off it’s events with a spectacular 1940s event. Many of Britain’s other tramways were also
in operation over the period, including all of the second generation systems. It would, however, be impossible to cover everything that ran in this relatively short supplement, so we are going to focus in on the three tramways mentioned above - Crich,
Heaton Park and Blackpool - and we would like to thank everyone who has provided material for this supplement.
Personally, the Easter period for me was extremely busy! The Saturday saw me in London with the family (but ensuring the Tube
and DLR were sampled!), Sunday was spent at Crich’s 1940s
Event whilst the Monday I was doing some ‘proper’ work! But,
this is ‘Tramways Monthly’ and not ‘What Jack did at the the
Easter weekend’, so I will stop rambling here! That said, there’s
more from me in the Crich section, so that’s not totally true!
Enjoy the supplement!
Jack Gordon - 23/04/10
Editor - jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
The boats returned with a vengeance on the 10th April. Although they didn’t operate during the Easter weekend, they were in operation just a week later, and so we
feel they are worthy of inclusion here! These are Boats 602 and 604 at North Pier.
Christopher Rowe
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Easter Weekend 2010
Front Cover Photograph: There’s little in this photo to date it to 2010,
with London Transport 1622 dominating this timeless scene from Crich
Tramway Village’s 1940s Event. Roger Bailey
Back Cover Photograph: Easter 2010 saw the comeback of Blackpool
Brush car 626, newly repainted in time for the tramway’s 125th year.
The tram had previously been withdrawn since 2007. Steven Hughes
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JACK GORDON

Crich Tramway Village

Tramways Monthly Editor Jack was volunteering as a Conductor on the first
day of the event, Easter Sunday, which saw between four and six trams in
service throughout the day - Initially Liverpool 869, Southampton 45, Glasgow
22 and London Transport 1622 (His tram), before being supplemented later by
Leeds 180 and Metropolitan Electric Tramways 331. Most trams ran full to capacity for the majority of the day, often being seen with standing passengers
on board! An evening tram service was also later run with LT 1622 and MET 331.

ROGER BAILEY

Crich Tramway Village turned back the clocks to the 1940s over the Easter
Weekend, for the first of their ever-popular wartime-themed events of 2010.
For those who are not familiar with how a Forties weekend works, let me give
you a brief rundown on the features! An intensive tramcar service is normally
provided of around six cars, and many of these are changed to reflect the
condition they may have been in in the Forties - blast netting, blackout masks
and more. This is supplemented with a large amount of wartime vehicles both civilian and army - Countless re-enactors and finished off with music and
stalls from the era.

The tram service kept to a ten minute timetable for much of the day - Often quite a push, as the newly-returned-from-overhaul Leeds 180 spent a fair amount of time out of service having some adjustments made
by the workshop team. Indeed, at one stage 45, 180 and 1622 all ended up at Wakebridge together, with 180 running to depot, 45 continuing
north and 1622 turning short and returning to Town End. The service soon recovered and 180 was soon back in service!
Beyond the trams were lots of little scenarios and musical events - dancing was present outside Barnett’s Sweetshop at Stephenson Place for
most of the day, whilst there were other performances in the Garrison Theatre, situated on the traverser pit. MPs and and normal police were
checking ID cards for German spies for most of the day, and one hardy tram conductor even stood up to some Spivs on 1622, throwing them
off at the Car Park despite the Spivs threatening to tell the General Manager and getting him suspended.
The Easter Weekend also saw the opening of the newly refurbished Exhibition Hall. Although not quite completed, it is a massive improvement
over the old one and highly recommended to vistors both new and old. Improved interpretation, better display of exhibits and even the opportunity to go on newly-acquired Blackpool Balloon 249 are all plus points!
The 1940s event continued during Easter Monday as well, and also saw a closing parade to commemorate those that lost their lives. Over the
next few pages are a variety of photographs from across the two days of the event, from the cameras of Jack Gordon and Roger Bailey.
So what was running?
• Glasgow 22
• Southampton 45
• Leeds 180
• Metropolitan Electric Tramways 331

• Liverpool 869
Maximum number of trams in operation
• London Transport 1622
• Berlin 3006 (As required)
Also...
trams across the event
• Blackpool & Fleetwood 2 (Pre-opening shunt on Sunday)
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The New Grand
Exhibition Hall

ANDREW HAZLEHURST

Heaton Park

Having a full-weekend operational service and multi-tram service
shows how much this little tramway has progressed in the past few
years, and is surely a taste for what is to come, with the track extension and ex-Blackpool trams on the horizon!

ANDREW HAZLEHURST

ANDREW HAZLEHURST

The tramway was fairly busy throughout the weekend, when it was
unusually open across the weekend, instead of its normal Sundayonly operation. Trams in service were Beamish 196 and Manchester
765, both of which are pictured, and more about both of the trams
- As well as the rest of the current, future and past trams and the tramway in general - Can be found in Issue 15 (April 2010) of Tramways
Monthly, available to download for free from our magazine archive
on our website.

ANDREW HAZLEHURST

The Easter weekend was particularly special for the Heaton Park tramway, as it marked the first day of operation of its latest visiting tramar,
Beamish (Formerly Oporto) 196, from the Beamish North of England
Living Museum in County Durham.

Christopher Rowe

Blackpool

The Blackpool tramway reopened for business on 2nd April (Good Friday) after a winter closure of 5 months. Trams only ran between Pleasure
Beach and Cleveleys due to the mass theft of overhead wires north of Thornton Gate, and the ongoing trackwork which is continuing south
of the Pleasure Beach. The week prior to this saw intensive testing and training runs take place with a varied selection of trams out, including
Standard 147 which was used for conductor training purposes on three consecutive days!
On the first day of passenger services, a 20 minute timetabled service (see below) ran using driver-only Centenary cars. This was reduced to
a mere 30 minute frequency during the evening, with the last departure for Cleveleys setting off from Pleasure Beach at a ridiculously early
9:51pm, and all trams due back in depot by 11:05pm! Combine that with the late start for the trams which has been in place for the last couple of years, and the usefulness of the tram service is certainly taking a battering once again, making the competing promenade bus service
all the more appealing. This timetable is likely to operate until trams are able to run to Fisherman’s Walk again, which will hopefully happen by
the end of May.
Luckily for the enthusiast (And visitor) however, the output picked up over the Easter weekend and during the next week, with a fair amount
of variety seen out on the tracks, including all three operational Brush cars, both operational Boat cars, Standard 147 and even ‘vintage’ cars
Standard 147, Balloon 717 and Balloon 706. A full output list can be seen for each day later on in this section.

Cleveleys - Pleasure Beach

CL:
0840 0900 0920 0940 THEN AT 00 20 40
1700 1720 1740 1804 1815 1834 1904 THEN AT 34 04
2134 2204 2234
BP:
0851 0911 0931 0951 THESE 11 31 51
1711 1731 1751 1815 1826 1845 1915 THESE 45 15
2145 2215 2245
NP:
0903 0923 0943 1003 MINS 23 43 03 UNTIL 1723 1743 1803 1827 1838 1857 1927 MINS 57 27 UNTIL 2157 2227 2257
RR: 0742 0802 0842 0902 0911 0931 0951 1011 PAST 31 51 11
1731 1751 1811 1835 1846 1905 1935 PAST 05 35
2205 2235 2305
PB: 0750 0810 0850 0910 0919 0939 0959 1019 EACH HOUR 39 59 19
1739 1759 1819 1843
1913 1943 EACH HOUR 13 43
2213

Pleasure Beach - Cleveleys
PB:
RR:
NP:
BP:
CL:

0753 0813 0833 THEN AT 53 13 33
1753 1800 1821 1851 THEN AT 21 51
2121 2151 2221
0801 0821 0841 THESE 01 21 41
1801 1807 1828 1858 THESE 28 58
2128 2158 2228
0809 0829 0849 MINS 09 29 49 UNTIL 1809
1835 1905 MINS 35 05 UNTIL 2135 2205
0821 0841 0901 PAST 21 41 01
1821
1846 1916 PAST 46 16
2246 2216
0832 0852 0912 EACH HOUR 32 52 12
1831
1856 1926 EACH HOUR 56 26
2256 2226

Above is the current timetable for the Blackpool & Fleetwood (well, Cleveleys!) Tramway, seen
from a ‘passenger’ perspective. As mentioned above, this timetable will remain in operation until
probably the end of May, and things are therefore looking a bit bleak. Luckily, however, most
weekends have seen a number of timecard and non-timecard specials in operation, including
some of the rarer tramcars.

Average Tram Output for Week 1:

10.2

trams per day

Day One

2nd April 2010 (Good Friday)

12

trams on service or specials

Route

Centenary 643
Centenary 647
Centenary 641
Centenary 644
Centenary 648
Brush 626
Brush 630
Jubilee 762
Brush 631
Jubilee 761
Trawler 737
Standard 147

There were two tram swaps during the day - first of all 646 replaced 648 on Route 5 when 648 became the
first Centenary of the season to fail, before 646 and 644 swapped routes to regain time after a road traffic
incident at Cocker Street. This incident saw 644 and 631 stranded North of the Metropole for a time.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
Specials
Specials
Specials

Tramcar

So what happened?
Good Friday was fairly busy for the tramway system, resulting in an above average
number of cars out during the day. The very
first tram to leave the depot was Centenary
643, which was operating on Route 1 Cleveleys service for the day. Indeed, it was initially looking like an (expected) Centenaryonly service, however some more variety ALAN ROBSON
came out on specials during the day, including the newly-repainted Brush 626, Trawler 737 and Standard
147 - amongst others as can be seen in the table on the left.

SCOTT MOORE

Day One Tram Output:

Day Two

3rd April 2010 (Easter Saturday)
So what happened?
Easter Saturday was another busy day for
the tramway, again seeing an above average car output. It was nice to see Brush
626 on normal service, making a change
from the Centenary cars, as well as seeing Balloon 717 put in an appearance
on specials, and becoming the first BalCHRISTOPHER ROWE loon of the year to operate in service.
Like the previous day, specials were also in the hands of Standard 147 and Jubilee 761, whilst Trawler 737
swapped places with Brush 631 with the former on Route 14 specials and the latter on normal specials.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

No trams swapped routes or ran in during the day (Suggesting no failures!), The only item of note being the
lack of a tram running to the Route 12 timecard - Though it is possible that one of the ‘normal’ specials may
have been allocated to the timecard.

Day Two Tram Output:

12

trams on service or specials

Route

1
2
3
4
5
11
13
14
Specials
Specials
Specials
Specials

Tramcar

Centenary 646
Centenary 644
Centenary 641
Centenary 647
Brush 626
Jubilee 762
Brush 630
Trawler 737
Jubilee 761
Brush 631
Standard 147
Balloon 717

Day Three

3rd April 2010 (Easter Monday)

13

trams on service or specials

Route

Centenary 644
Centenary 643
Centenary 647
Brush 630
Brush 626
Jubilee 761
Trawler 737
Centenary 646
Jubilee 762
Brush 631
Centenary 641
Balloon 706
Balloon 717

It was nice to see further variety to the main service, with both Brush 626 and 630 both being used on normal Cleveleys service, which were supplemented by Centenaries 643, 644 and 647. No tram swaps took
place, and there were no reported incidents on the tramway.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
Specials
Specials
Specials
Specials

Tramcar

So what happened?
Easter Sunday is traditionally the busiest
day of the weekend for the resort, and
2010 was no different. The tram output
peaked for the week with 13 different cars
out on service or specials, including the
first appearance of the year for Open Top
Balloon 706 ‘Princess Alice’ - The beautiful weather in the resort prompting the CHRISTOPHER ROWE
car to be brought onto ‘normal’ specials. Also out on specials were Balloon 717, Brush 631 and Centenary
641, with the Trawler, two Jubilees and Centenary 646 working to timecards.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Day Three Tram Output:

Day Four

5th April 2010 (Easter Monday)
So what happened?
The highlight of Monday was undoubtably
the use of Trawler 737 on Route 1 Cleveleys service, and beyond that there was
very little to define the day. Brush cars 626
and 630 had been relegated to time card
specials, being joined by fellow Brush car
631 and Centenary 646. Everything else
CHRISTOPHER ROWE in operation were very much your runof-the-mill Centenary and Jubilee trams - with the exception of Centenary (Or should we say Sunderland?)
645, making it’s first appearance in service of the year.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

SCOTT MOORE

At one stage during the day it looked as if the Trawler was going to have it’s first ever tow back to the depot, after experiencing problems at North Pier. Jubilee 762 was called upon to be the tram to undertake
the duty of towing the tram back to Rigby Road, however thankfully this was not needed with 737 being
fixed. It is understood that the trams then undertook short workings to regain time.

Day Four Tram Output:

12

trams on service or specials

Route

1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
Specials
Specials
Specials

Tramcar

Trawler 737
Centenary 645
Centenary 647
Centenary 644
Centenary 641
Brush 626
Brush 631
Brush 630
Centenary 646
Jubilee 762
Jubilee 761
Centenary 643

Day Five

6th April 2010

8

trams on service or specials

Route
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13

Tramcar

Centenary 645
Centenary 646
Brush 631
Centenary 643
Trawler 737
Millenium 724
Balloon 717
Centenary 647

So what happened?
Despite having the lowest output for the
week, Tuesday did see several surprises, including the first Millenium car of the year to
be used - 724 - As well as Balloon 717 once
more. The Trawler and Brush 631 were also
spotted on normal serice, with the remaining
four trams being Centenaries 643, 645 and 646
(On service) and 647 on Route 13 specials.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

The second Centenary failure of the year occurred with 645 breaking down towards the end of the day,
on just its second day in service this year. The tram was towed back to the depot by Unimog 938, while its
timecard was taken over by Centenary 646, which had been due to run in.
Also of note was the appearance of Works cars 754 and 750 and the Overhead Gang’s Metrorider, which
went North to continue the rewire.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Day Five Tram Output:

Day Six
7th April 2010

So what happened?
Wednesday saw the season’s first ‘Tram
Driving Experience’ operate using Twin set
672+682, which completed several runs
throughout the day. 762 was also seen
operating on the tramway out of service,
while those trams in service were all Centenaries except for two - Balloon 717 and
CHRISTOPHER ROWE Millenium 724, both on time card specials.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Centenaries 641, 643, 644, 646 and 647 operated on Cleveleys service, whilst 642 and 648 were on time
card specials to Bispham, along with the aforementioned Balloon 717 and Millenium 724. It should be noted that the only absentee from the Centenary cars was 645 after its failure the previous day, but perhaps
most interestingly the alleged worst car in the fleet, Centenary 647, has run every day since re-opening
without failure!

Day Six Tram Output:

9

trams on service or specials

Route
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
TDE

Test

Tramcar

Centenary 644
Centenary 641
Centenary 643
Centenary 646
Centenary 647
Centenary 648
Centenary 642
Balloon 717
Millenium 724
Twin Set
672+682
Jubilee 762

Day Seven

8th April 2010

9

trams on service or specials

Route
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14

Tramcar

Centenary 647
Centenary 646
Centenary 641
Centenary 643
Centenary 642
Balloon 719
Millenium 724
Balloon 717
Trawler 737

So what happened?
A five-Centenary car service was the order of the day, and things began looking
quite bleak! Thankfully this did not remain
for the whole day, with the four time card
specials being a little more interesting - Including the first appearnce of the year for
the former Wall’s Ice Cream Tram 719 - now
sporting adverts for Donna’s Dream House
as well as being named after the charity. CHRISTOPHER ROWE
Bispham passing loop was out of use for most of the day, meaning that the timecard specials were sent
alternately to Little Bispham loop and Cabin to reverse, presumably so as not to delay any following Cleveleys service cars. As the photos show, however, this may not have worked if all four specials ended up on
Pleasure Beach loop at the same time!

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Day Seven Tram Output:

Day Eight
9th April 2010

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

So what happened?
One week after the tramway re-opened
and it was a different story to opening day,
with a below average 9 cars out compared to the 12 a week before. Furthermore, of those nine six were Centenaries,
the other three being Brush cars 630 and 631
and Trawler 737 - Not particularly exciting!

Bispham passing loop was, once again, out of use, meaning that all specials were again operating to
Cabin and Little Bispham alternately. Centenary 648 was out on test for the first part of the day, before
swapping onto Route 2 with 644, which ran back into the depot.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Centenary 647 was out for the eighth day in a row, continuing to claim the title for ‘most reliable tramcar
of 2010’ - Now who was expecting that?! It must be the new indicators fitted...

Day Eight Tram Output:

9

trams on service or specials

Route
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14

Tramcar

Centenary 646
Centenary 644
Centenary 642
Centenary 643
Centenary 647
Brush 631
Centenary 641
Brush 630
Trawler 737

Day Nine

10th April 2010

9

trams on service or specials

Route
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14

Tramcar

Centenary 647
Centenary 644
Centenary 641
Centenary 643
Centenary 642
Boat 602
Boat 604
Centenary 646
Centenary 641

So what happened?
The second weekend of the 2010 operation
started off much less interesting than the
first weekend, with a 5-car Centenary service running to Cleveleys. Thankfully, however, all was not lost, with both of the operational Boat cars, 602 and 604, putting in
an appearance on timecard specials during the day. The timecards didn’t last long,
however, with the trams being told to work CHRISTOPHER ROWE
Pleasure Beach - Talbot Square shuttles. Also on specials were Centenaries 641 and 646, with the former
operating ‘OPO’, despite timecards generally being crew cars.
Works car 754 and reel wagon 750 were also seen in operation during the day, presumably continuing the
massive re-wiring operation north of Thornton Gate - It is believed that this has now reached Rossall.

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Day Nine Tram Output:

Day Ten
11th April 2010

So what happened?
Guess what? Another day of a 5-car Centenary service (Which is going to be the norm
for the forseeable future.) but with a slight
twist! Due to the Blackpool Marathon the
trams all started out on the prom, with the
four specials stabled at North Pier during the
morning. Centenary 647 pushed up its servCHRISTOPHER ROWE ice levels to ten consecutive days, perhaps
confirming that the car isn’t the least reliable in the fleet?

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

Once again, Boat 604 was out on specials, and it was pleasing to note that a Boat car that had stood
idle for several years until 2009 is now very much back in favour with BTS after seeing so much use since its
revival.

Day Ten Tram Output:

9

trams on service or specials

Route

1
2
3
4
5
Specials
Specials
Specials
Specials

Tramcar

Centenary 643
Centenary 648
Centenary 644
Centenary 642
Centenary 646
Centenary 647
Balloon 717
Millenium 724
Boat 604

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE
CHRISTOPHER ROWE

